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• PJM is working internally to develop manual language for the RTEP Proposal Window Process

• Seeking feedback on sections/outline
Proposal Window Documentation Sections

• Overview of Order 1000 Window Process
  – About this manual
  – Governing documents

• Pre-Qualification Process

• Window Registration Process
  – General registration
  – Market Efficiency registration
Proposal Window Documentation Sections cont.

- **PJM Problem Statement Package**
  - Public information
  - Secure information

- **Proposal Requirements**
  - Upgrade information
  - Greenfield information
  - Redaction requirements
  - Proposal fee structure
  - Proposal window communications
Proposal Window Documentation Sections cont.

• Window Overview
  – Type and length
  – Criteria and violations included in a window
  – Window timing

• Interregional Process
• Evaluation Process
  – Reliability
  – Market Efficiency
  – Interregional

• Designation Process
  – Agreement overview
  – Process description
• Please email RTEP@pjm.com with the subject “Proposal Window Documentation” with any comments or suggestions

• PJM will continue to work on developing this manual language internally

• PJM will bring a draft of Manual language to the PC and follow the standard Committee process for new manual language